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W E CONTINUE our dreamlike wanderings in the land 
of Once Upon a Time in this preview of GrymmWorld, a 
campaign setting from the mind of Grant Ellis, published 

by 2cGaming. GrymmWorld is inspired by dark fairytale story 
aesthetics and surreal fantasy characters. The campaign setting 
utilizes innovative narrative-control mechanics that lead to perilous 
tales told at twilight. This month we break standard fantasy tropes 
and explore how to build Player Characters that capture whimsy 
and the fantastical through our method of character creation: the 
Character Path. 

The Character Path empowers the player to create thematically 
appropriate adventurers that possess wondrous and evocative 
descriptors impacting a Player Character’s in-game mechanics 
and abilities. Players engage in the process of crafting detail-rich 
characters full of story elements. The Character Path features 
role-playing guidance for tackling every pillar of play and how to 
engage with the story types found in GrymmWorld.

Getting Started
At the heart of GrymmWorld are its characters, center-stage in tales 
woven by the Narrador. Creating a character in GrymmWorld is 
a unique process unlike any Player of 5th Edition has experienced 
before. While the result has the same mechanical characteristics of 
a traditional 5th Edition character, the path you take to get there 
is unique.

Characters in

GrymmWorld

In-Development Content

GrymmWorld Player Characters possess the same game 
statistics and motivations as traditional characters in 5th Edition 
fantasy roleplaying, but the process is unique because it focuses 
on the discovery and individuality of your creation. Following the 
Character Path provides the visual characteristics, distinctive game 
features, and unique superlatives that provide the mechanical edge 
during encounters. The Character Path includes the following 
ordered steps, discussed in more detail below:

1. Physical Identity
2. Heritage
3. Superlative Traits
4. Character Backgrounds
5. Abilities & Class

The next sections define these mechanics in more detail.

The Path in Action Part 1 – Over the course of this document 
we are going to provide an example of a Player Character created 
using the Character Path. These examples will provide context 
and instruction for how the Path works. Follow along to see how a 
character is built in GrymmWorld.

Physical Identity

Physical Identity refers to a character’s body type, facial features, 
vocal quality, and the mood you feel as you observe their 
mannerisms. These qualities are purely cosmetic and define the 
Player Character’s aesthetic through descriptive language. Physical 
Identity impacts the player’s description of your character and how 
they manifest in the world around them. 

Heritage

Heritage is the ancestry and lineage of the character. There are 
many fantastical people that live in GrymmWorld. The traditions 
and blessings of these people are made manifest within your Player 
Character through the selection of traits, abilities, and powers 
associated with your individual heritage. Heritage replaces the 
Racial Traits that existed in the standard core 5th edition System 
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Physical Identity
Physical Identity distinguishes characters from one another. It 
provides aid when describing your character, inform roleplay 
opportunities, and it points directionally to the mood your 
character establishes. There are four characteristics that make 
up your Physical Identity: body type, facial features, voice, and 
manner. During character creation, describe each of these aspects, 
choose from the list below, or roll randomly.

The Path in Action Part 2 – Grant begins to make a 
GrymmWorld character. He envisions a stocky, but graceful, sword 
master. He chooses the stocky body type and a well-manicured 
mustache; an iconic swashbuckler. He decides to give the character 
a honeyed voice, pleasing to the ear, like a great poet or orator. He 
decides the manner his character projects to the world is a valiant 
one, when his character shows up people know that he is a person 
of courage and resolve. He identifies the character as masculine, 
chooses he/him/his pronouns, and names the character Salvatore.

Heritage
Heritage connects the player character to a family lineage and 
creates a connection to their ancestors. Player characters come 
from all realms of humanity, but the genealogy is clear that 
there are five distinct branches that flow from the tree: Espertan 
(human-kind), Duenden (faerie-folk), Feran (beast-kin), Folhan 
(arbor-kind), and Máquin (automata).

Espertan. Humankind consists of all human-shaped lifeforms 
in their various heights, weights, genders, and those that dwell 
upon this branch. They are incredibly diverse in appearance. There 
are many who worship gods, both those that have since ceased to 
be and the new gods of the recent emergence. 

Duenden. Faerie-folk have grown from a different branch. They 
have an innate  connection to the natural world and often adopt 
an elemental quality that reveals their parentage. Some literally 
walked out of the stone, others descended from the sky, or swam 
out of the water, and perhaps were born from the fire.

Feran. Beast-kin are people who resemble the animal creatures 
of the world. They can often be found in their native habitats, but 
some travel wide and far across GrymmWorld. Their gifts are 
natural extensions to aid in wilderness survival, defend themselves 
from predators, and hunt prey. 

Folhan. Arbor-kind are tree-like people, awakened flora that 
come in all varieties. They are born out of the literal earth and can 
be found in any environment. The oldest records that exist in the 
world were written by the Folhan and they are among the few that 
hear the hidden tones of the earth.

Máquin. The Automata are a people that are mechanical and 
mage-manced. They are sentient-beings that feel the complete 
range of emotions that all life-forms feel, and express them as 
diversely as any poet. 

It is said there are other folk that journey through GrymmWorld, 
strange travelers that have traveled from beyond and have made 
their way to the land of fairy tales and story books. It is likely that 
there are other lineages as well, waiting for their tales to be told.

As part of the Character Path, you select two Heritage Traits that 
ties to your Heritage, the benefits of which are detailed on page 6.

Reference Document. and empower you to tailor the bonuses to 
the type of character you want to play. 

Superlative Traits

Superlatives Traits are descriptive adjectives that identify your 
character’s innate aptitude towards certain abilities. These 
descriptors are an expression of the fantastical abilities of player 
characters that separate them from the ordinary and mundane. 
Superlative Traits manifest through an increase in your Ability 
Scores that are associated with the trait.

Character Backgrounds

Character Background describe the community and role that the 
player character played within that community before they began 
the life of an adventurer. It determines the geographical location 
the player character comes from. These character aspects deter-
mine what Proficiencies will be available to your Player Charac-
ter as part of the character creation process and what background 
features will be included. They also inform your Personality Trait, 
Ideal, Bond, and Flaw. 

Character Class

Class refers to the traditional 5th Edition character class of your 
player character. While other aspects of your character will change, 
this is the aspect that is impacted through Character Advancement 
over the course of play and often informs the role you will be 
playing in a party.

Behind The Curtain
Player Creativity leads to Investment
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PHYSICAL IDENTITY
BODY TYPE FACIAL FEATURES VOICE MANNER

brawny elegant ears strong adventurous 

lean bright eyes milquetoast affable 

portly weathered-skin deep capable 

wiry magnificent beard flowery charming 

delicate tusked teeth pressed confident 

plump bushy eyebrows melodious conscientious 

statuesque thoroughly haggard raspy & quick cultured 

petite dainty nose dead & toneless dependable 

tiny gleaming white teeth brittle discreet 

compact lush lips silvery dutiful 

big bow lips raucous & croaky encouraging 

portly narrow smoky & appealing exuberant 

large heart-shaped quiet & gentle fair 

burly catlike wobbly fearless 

willowy wolfish husky gregarious 

barrel-chested high forehead penetrating helpful 

heavy / heavy-set broad forehead grating humble 

thick prominent brow hoarse imaginative 

beefy sharp cheekbones shrill impartial 

pot-bellied hollow cheeks flat independent 

slender chiseled jaw honeyed keen 

bulky sculpted cheeks nasal meticulous 

stout luminous hair sonorous observant 

brawny magnificent moustache wheezy optimistic 

long-legged spiky hair rough persistent 

gangling dimple in chin dulcet precise 

chubby facial stubble full-tones reliable 

lanky hawk-like nose airy sociable 

coltish long eyelashes croaky trusting 

lissome wide-eyed gravely valiant 
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or illusion school, you can take a reaction to impose disadvantage 
on the saving throw. 

Elemental Resistance. Choose a damage type: acid, cold, fire, 
lightning, or thunder. You gain resistance to the chosen damage 
type. 

Feran

Natural Armor. Your skin is extra tough. When you would 
calculate your AC and the base would 10 + relevant modifiers, it 
is instead 11 + relevant modifiers. 

Natural Weapons. You have claws and teeth that can be used 
to make ferocious unarmed strikes. An unarmed strike made in 
this manner deals 1d4 piercing or slashing damage (your choice) 
plus your Strength or Dexterity modifier (your choice). If another 
type of unarmed strike you make would make (such as with a 
monk’s Unarmed Strike feature) has a damage dice greater than 
1d4, you can deal an additional 1d2 points of damage with the 
attack. 

Keen Senses. You gain advantage on Wisdom (Perception) 
checks. Additionally, you can take the Search action as a bonus 
action. 

Swiftness. Add 10 to your Speed. Additionally, when you take 
the Dash action attacks against you have disadvantage until the 
end of that turn. 

Beast Friend. You may cast find familiar, animal messenger, and 
animal friendship. Once you have cast a spell in this manner, you 
cannot cast that spell again until you finish a long rest. You can 
choose Wisdom, Intelligence, or Charisma as your spellcasting 
modifier for these spells.

Combat Instinct. Once per turn when you roll damage for a 
melee weapon attack, you can reroll the weapon’s damage dice and 
use either result.

Folhan

Tol. You count as one size larger when determining your carrying 
capacity and the weight you can push, drag, or lift.

World Essence. As an action, you can touch a creature and 
cause it to regain a number of hit points equal to your level. Once 
you use this trait, you can’t use it again until you finish a long rest.

Espertan

Press the Attack. As a bonus action, you can move up to your 
speed toward an enemy of your choice that you can see or hear. You 
must end this move closer to the enemy than you started.

Dead Eye Accuracy. Once per turn, when you make a ranged 
attack and have advantage on the attack roll, the you can add your 
proficiency bonus to the damage roll. 

Iron-Fortitude. When you take the Dodge action while in 
combat, you can expend and roll one on your Hit Dice. You regain 
hit points equal to the amount rolled. 

Uncanny Arcanist. You learn two Wizard cantrips and one 1st-
level spell from the Wizard Spell list. Your spellcasting modifier 
for these spells is Intelligence. Once you have cast the 1-st level 
spell once, you cannot cast it again until you finish a long rest. 

Specialist. Choose a Skill in which you have proficiency. Your 
proficiency bonus is doubled for any ability check you make that 
uses that skill. 

Shadow-Friend. You can try to hide when you are lightly 
obscured from the creature from which you are hiding. 
Additionally, dim light doesn’t impose disadvantage on your 
Wisdom (Perception) checks that rely on sight.

Duenden

Elemental Spindle. You can cast the druidcraft cantrip at will. 
Additionally, choose one of the following cantrips: control 
flames, gust, or mold earth. You can cast that cantrip at well. Your 
spellcasting ability for cantrips you cast in this manner is either 
Wisdom, Intelligence, or Charisma (your choice). 

Mischief Mage. When you are attacked by a creature you can 
see, you can cast a spell you could cast a spell with a casting time 
of an action as a reaction. Once you have used this feature you 
must finish a long rest before you can use it again. 

Darkness Darling. You gain Darkvision out to a range of 60 ft. 
and blindsense out to 5 ft. 

Nimbleness. You gain a climbing speed equal to half your 
walking speed (rounded up). Additionally, your movement is not 
impaired by non-magical difficult terrain. 

Glamour Weave. When a creature you can see attempts a saving 
throw against a spell you cast from the divination, enchantment, 

HERITAGE
ESPERTAN DUENDEN FERAN FOLHAN MÁQUIN

Press the Attack Elemental Spindle Natural Armor Tol Unblinking

Dead-eye Accuracy Mischief Mage Natural Weapons World Essence Chaos Core

Iron-Fortitude Darkness Darling Keen Sense Durability Prepared

Uncanny Arcanist Nimbleness Swiftness Nature’s Wrath Bulwark

Specialist Innate Glamour Beast Friend Garden-walker Hidden Program

Shadow Friend Elemental Resistance Combat Instinct Grow Memory-Bank

pROMO: CHARACTERS IN GRYMMWORLD
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Máquin

Unblinking. You do not require sleep, food, water, and are immune 
to disease.

Chaos Core. When you deal acid, cold, fire, lightning, radiant, 
or thunder damage you roll a 1d6. The damage you dealt changes 
to a type determined by the roll, as detailed in the Chaos Core 
table below. 

1D6 DAMAGE TYPE
1 Acid
2 Cold
3 Fire
4 Lightning
5 Radiant
6 Thunder

Durability. When you take damage, you can take a reaction 
brace yourself and reduce the damage by 1d4. If you reduce the 
damage taken to zero in this manner, you do not suffer any effects 
that would ordinarily occur from taking the damage. 

Nature’s Wrath. For one minute you can add an additional 1d4 
to all damage rolls. The damage type is the same as the weapon 
you are using.

Garden-walker. You can move through living plant creatures 
and objects as though they were difficult terrain. You take 1d10 
force damage if you end your turn inside an object. 

Grow. As an action you can increase your size by one category 
(ex if you are a Medium creature you become a Large creature) for 
1 minute. Any equipment you are holding or wearing magically 
increases in size to accommodate your new form. While your size 
is increased in this manner you have advantage on attack rolls, 
Strength ability checks and Strength saving throws. Once you have 
used this feature you cannot use it again until you finish a long rest. 
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they have a natural talent in. Player Characters choose one ability 
that they have a Superior Trait and a different ability that they 
have an Improved Trait in. 

Prepared. You are proficient in the following tools: Healing Kit, 
Forgery Kit, Climber’s Kit, and Thieves’ Tools. 

Bulwark. When you finish a long rest you gain temporary hit 
points equal to your character level. This hit points last until you 
finish a short or long rest. 

Hidden Programing. While you remain motionless you are 
indistinguishable from an object resembling yourself (such as a 
statue, scarecrow, tin man, etc), betraying no signs of life. Creatures 
unaware of your true nature are always surprised if you engage 
them in combat.

Memory Bank. When you cast expend a spell slot or use a class 
feature that has a limited number of uses that can only be regained 
by finishing a long rest, you can take a reaction to gain a special 
spell slot of that level or an additional use of that feature. These 
benefits are lost when you finish a long rest. 

The Path in Action Part 3 – Grant thinks through the heritage of 
the character he is building; Salvatore the valiant, stout, honey-voiced 
sword master with the magnificent moustache. He decides that 
Salvatore is a Feran and is descended from amphibious frog-folk. He 
chooses Beast Friend and learns find familiar, animal messenger, and 
animal friendship. He selects Charisma as his spell casting modifier. 
For his second Feran trait he chooses Combat Instincts, allowing him 
to reroll Salvatore’s melee weapon’s damage dice and choose either re-
sult. Grant now pictures Salvatore as having bulging eyes, slick green 
skin, but still a beautiful voice and brilliant moustache. Salvatore 
makes full-use of his connection to the animal world, utilizing messen-
gers and often keeps a fox as a familiar. Salvatore also feels his way 
through combat instinctually, landing precise and damaging blows.

Superlative Traits
No two creatures are identical in their ability. They are distin-
guished by their physical and/or mental Superlative Traits. 
Superlative Traits escribe the abilities of the player characters that 

Behind The Curtain
Breaking Tropes

SUPERLATIVE TRAITS
ABILITY SUPERIOR TRAIT (+2) IMPROVED TRAIT +1

Strength Mighty Strong

Dexterity Nimble Dexterous

Constitution Iron-Willed Resolved

Intelligence Genius Intelligent

Wisdom Sagely Wise

Charisma Magnetic Charismatic

The Path in Action Part 4 – Grant now gets to choose his 
Superlative Traits for Salvatore, the valiant Feran. Grant decides 
that Salvatore is known for being Magnetic and Strong, his 
Superior and Improved traits. Grant notes that Salvatore will 
gain a +2 to his Charisma Ability Score and +1 to his Strength 
Ability Score.

Character Backgrounds
Player Characters had lives that helped shape them into who they 
are. This was a preparatory state before they became adventurers. 
They were members of communities, they learned trades, they 
developed skills and proficiencies that can be utilized in the 
exploration and discovery of the wider world around them. 

The Character Backgrounds of GrymmWorld provide a 
foundation in the fantastic. These elements both inform and 
identify the heart of a character. They answer the question of what 
is close and dear to them. Backgrounds provide opportunities to 
characterize adventurer in line with the fairy tale themes and motifs 
You can portray wandering knights, wide-eyed youth, skillful 
artisans, and come to sense the wondrous and extraordinary world 
around you.

These Player Character options are currently a glimpse of what is 
to come from this campaign setting. As GrymmWorld is developed, 
this list will revise and expand. We will also include the Background 
Details and region-specific flavoring to fill out the role-play specifics.

The regions, communities, and full Backgrounds will be fully 
detailed in a forthcoming book, but here is the current sampling 
and examples. The language details and other setting specific items 
will be fleshed out in a future release, but are included for flavor.

Composer

There are many composers and musicians, but you were the 
virtuoso among your peers for a time. You learned to play, either 
through formal training or self-education, and there are people 
who are familiar with your music and lyrics.

pROMO: CHARACTERS IN GRYMMWORLD
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Feature. Our Last Resort - People will turn to you when they 
feel they have no other choice. Every person in town can name at 
least one incident where you possibly gave offense, but they can 
also name an instance where your clever ways saved the day. This 
feature opens the possibility that you will be considered as the 
solution to a problem.

Outcast 

You are the lost child, one who was born into emptiness. The 
wilderness was your home and you are acquainted with the grief 
of the world, but also the triumph of survival against all odds. 
The earth reveals her secrets to you.

Proficiencies. Herbalism Kit, Nature, Survival
Languages. Choose two
Equipment. Homemade clothes, trail markers, compass, 

topographical map of the surrounding landscape
Feature. A Light in Dark Places - When all hope is lost, you 

have it within you to become the hope that people need. You 
know what it is like to be alone and have mastered disciplining 
your mind when times are dark and spirits are low. You can break 
the morose of a situation by telling a story, singing song, giving a 
speech, or just being present. 

Proficiencies. Performance, History, a musical instrument of 
your choice

Languages. High Eastspeak
Equipment. An instrument of your choice, an object to collect 

donations, a transcribed collection of finished compositions, and 
performance attire.

Feature. Life of the Party - The music you create is on the lips 
of most fashion circles and when it isn’t you are notorious for in-
troducing people to your strange new sounds.  At social gatherings 
you are a master of setting the mood. When you play your a song 
on an instrument in which you are proficient instrument, people 
will gather, stop, and listen. You will have the opportunity to hold 
the room’s undivided attention for a few moments.

Jack 

For better or for worse, you are the unlikely hero, sometimes more 
notorious and infamous, but your name is spoken for both good 
and ill among the people. The people know they can look to you to 
at least volunteer to head into any situation, for better or for worse.

Proficiencies. Sleight of Hand, Deception, One game of chance
Languages. Low Westspeak
Equipment. The tool of your trade, a game of chance, a 

mundane object you traded too much money for, clothes with one 
distinct feature that everyone recognizes
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Languages. Riddletongue and one other language
Equipment. An item identifying  your coven (a hat, broom, 

cauldron, or wand), journal.
Feature. Not Good, Not Nice, But Just Right - When a 

group of people come to an impasse, a witch may always have the 
final say. Witches are often asked for favors, and the payment is 
that those that deal with them 

The Path in Action Part 5 – Grant decides that Salvatore the 
frog-kin Feran is a Rolander, a wandering knight, bearing marks 
of nobility. He accepts the equipment and dons the tabard of 
knighthood. He recognizes that he is fluent in the ways of the noble 
courts, and marks that he is proficient in Persuasion, Religion, and 
Smith’s Tools. Grant notes that this is a character that people will 
look to for guidance and leadership, even if Salvatore travels with 
the rotation of the earth and has promises to keep.

Abilities & Class
After you have completed the character path you choose character 
class and your ability scores according to the information found 
in the 5th Edition PHB or the Basic Rules.

If you have been following the examples in this document, 
together we have created Salvatore, the stout frog-kin with the 
magnificent moustache and a voice like honey. He is known 
for being valiant. He is descended from the Feran beast-kin, 
looking completely at home in the untamed wilderness of the 
game world. He has an innate gift to commune with the beasts 
of the earth, as well as the enhanced melee combat abilities. He 
is known for his Magnetic personality and strong-build, giving 
him improved Charisma and Strength. He is a noble Rolander, a 
wandering knight, respected by the people of GrymmWorld who 
look to him for guidance.

The Path in Action Part 5 – Grant decides to select the Paladin 
Class and takes the standard equipment. 

For Ability Scores Grant selects the Standard Array

He assigns the standard array as follows: 
15 Strength | 13 Dexterity | 12 Constitution | 8 Intelligence 
10 Wisdom | 14 Charisma

Our Superlative Traits modify it to the following:
16 Strength | 13 Dexterity | 12 Constitution | 8 Intelligence 
10 Wisdom | 16 Charisma

 This creates potential for a strong and athletic melee attacker 
who is extremely talented with social skills, but might be lacking in 
the sophistication of more schooled adventurers.

This self-selective is designed to build Player Characters that cap-
ture the magic specifically for the GrymmWorld campaign setting. 

A detail-rich Player Character, such as the the valiant, magnetic, 
and strong frog-kin knight wanderer, is a perfect fit to engage in the 
twilight tales of GrymmWorld’s faerie-land. There is enough depth 
to engage in any story type the Narrador puts in front of them, as 
he has enough touch stones to draw upon and the evocative picture 
his descriptors create drive towards the wondrous and fantastic. 

Rolander 

You are a bonded knight of the realm. You are sworn to a code 
that reflects the great and noble ideals of the world. The quest 
often calls you to adventure, as there are many stories that remain 
to be written.

Proficiencies. Persuasion, Religion, Smith’s Tools
Languages. Choose two, but you can only speak in a formal 

and honorific dialect. 
Equipment. Sign of nobility, tabard of knighthood,  courtly 

clothes
Feature. Wandering Knight - You are the subject of story, 

song, and legend and your noble marks lead others to look to 
you not just for guidance but to lead the way. You are a font of 
inspiration to the people and can move them to action. You are 
often able to inspire others to assist you in daring deeds. 

Sheriff 

You are a peacekeeper, a servant of the people, and the line 
between law and chaos. You are sometimes respected and 
other times despised. You are sworn to protect and often build 
relationships in every aspect of a community.

Proficiencies. Disguise Kit, Investigation, Perception
Languages. Word of Law
Equipment. Mark of authority, uniform, lantern, and one 

really cool hat
Feature. Keeper of the Peace - You are a respected authority 

figure in troubled times. During great unrest, the voice of the 
sheriff can either raise a mob and turn one away. Their arrival will 
turn eyes and heads in their direction. 

Woodcutter 

You are the builder of the frontier, walking the edge of law and 
chaos. You know the world and the region, as well as what it takes 
to keep the local economy running. These days you may have 
traded your axe for armor or the arcane, but you are more than at 
home when you are hard at work.

Proficiencies. Athletics, Nature, Woodcarver’s Tools 
Languages. Lumberdrawl and one other language
Equipment. Cutting blades, sharpener, gloves, flannel garments
Feature. All in a Day’s Work - You are a Guild Member and 

Sibling of the Saw; you have access to guild-houses and will 
always find a place to hang your hat or obtain a meal assuming 
you are in the boundaries of the guild. 

Witch

You are wise. When you wander the business of your wandering 
is your own. You know the mysteries above, below, and beyond 
this earth. There are others like you, that possess a knowledge of 
the hidden things. One thing is for certain, the labels placed upon 
you by outsiders mean nothing, you are only impacted by self-
imposed decisions and those are often informed by the mysteries 
that have only been revealed to a few.

Proficiencies. Alchemist Supplies, Arcana, Religion.
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